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TV on Strike 2013-01-31 tv on strike examines the upheaval in the entertainment industry by telling the inside story of the
hundred day writers strike that crippled hollywood in late 2007 and early 2008 the television industry s uneasy transition to
the digital age was the driving force behind the most significant labor dispute of the twenty first century the strike put a
spotlight on how the advent of new media distribution platforms is reshaping the traditional business models that have
governed the television industry for decades the uncertainty that sent writers out into the streets of los angeles and new york
with picket signs laid bare the depth of the divide between the media barons who rule the entertainment industry and the
writers who are integral as the creators of movies and television shows with both sides afraid of losing millions in future profits
a critical communication breakdown spurred a fierce battle with repercussions that continue today the saga of the writers
guild of america strike is told through the eyes of the key players on both sides of the negotiating table and of the foot soldiers
who surprised even themselves with the strength of their resolve to fight for their rights in the face of an ambiguous future in
the years since the strike ended the rise of digital distribution platforms has changed the business landscape in ways that few
could have predicted when hollywood guilds were feverishly trying to hammer out a contract template for a new era
On Strike for Respect 1995 it is we who push the papers put the paychecks in the mail it is we who type the letters mind the
office without fail and until we get a contract it is we who ll shut down yale for the union makes us strong to the tune of john
brown s body must reading for anyone who wants to learn what a revitalized labor movement would look like labor notes a
textbook on solidarity unionism staughton lynd one of the very best books on labor in the 1970s and 80s dana frank university
of california at santa cruz there are very few case studies in recent labor history as readable and provocative as this one karen
sawislak stanford university on strike for respect is a lively account of the 1984 85 strike by clerical and technical workers at
yale university members of local 34 with a strong female majority mobilized themselves and the public breathing new life into
the labor movement as they fought for and won substantial gains a short update on current conditions concludes this volume
The Encyclopedia of Strikes in American History 2015-01-28 strikes have been part of american labor relations from colonial
days to the present reflecting the widespread class conflict that has run throughout the nation s history against employers and
their goons against the police the national guard local state and national officials against racist vigilantes against their union
leaders and against each other american workers have walked off the job for higher wages better benefits bargaining rights
legislation job control and just plain dignity at times their actions have motivated groundbreaking legislation defining new
rights for all citizens at other times they have led to loss of workers lives this comprehensive encyclopedia is the first detailed
collection of historical research on strikes in america to provide the analytical tools for understanding strikes the volume
includes two types of essays those focused on an industry or economic sector and those focused on a theme each industry
essay introduces a group of workers and their employers and places them in their economic political and community contexts
the essay then describes the industry s various strikes including the main issues involved and outcomes achieved and assesses
the impact of the strikes on the industry over time thematic essays address questions that can only be answered by looking at a
variety of strikes across industries groups of workers and time such as why the number of strikes has declined since the 1970s
or why there was a strike wave in 1946 the contributors include historians sociologists anthropologists and philosophers as
well as current and past activists from unions and other social movement organizations photos a topic finder a bibliography
and name and subject indexes add to the works appeal
Men on Strike 2014-12-09 american society has become anti male men are sensing the backlash and are consciously and
unconsciously going on strike they are dropping out of college leaving the workforce and avoiding marriage and fatherhood at
alarming rates the trend is so pronounced that a number of books have been written about this man child phenomenon
concluding that men have taken a vacation from responsibility simply because they can but why should men participate in a
system that seems to be increasingly stacked against them as men on strike demonstrates men aren t dropping out because
they are stuck in arrested development they are instead acting rationally in response to the lack of incentives society offers
them to be responsible fathers husbands and providers in addition men are going on strike either consciously or unconsciously
because they do not want to be injured by the myriad of laws attitudes and hostility against them for the crime of happening to
be male in the twenty first century men are starting to fight back against the backlash men on strike explains their battle cry
When Strikes Make Sense—And Why 2007-08-28 social scientists have not helped the working class make strategic deci sions
unionists need to know how to carry on industrial conflict so as to provide concrete economic benefits for their members
should unions strike or not strike should losses be avoided at all costs or can unions afford to take chances does economism gut
the class power of workers or provide a pragmatic strategy for increasing workers wage gains we can say with great
confidence that workers should join unions there is now an exhaustive and compelling literature demonstrating that union
membership provides a wide variety of economic benefits we can say that corporatist class compromises lower income but
increase job security and overall employment beyond that however we cannot say much in particular we can do little to advise
particular unions in partic ular fixed institutional and political environments how they should han dle the microtactics of
individual confrontations the united farm work ers do not need a speech about the miracle of the swedish industrial relations
system they need to know whether they should strike or not strike and how their tactics should change if rival teamsters come
into the field unfortunately medical research often has to start with rabbits be fore it proceeds to humans and so it is with
research in industrial conflict the realistic prospects of doing a large sample analysis of con temporary american wage
settlements that simultaneously estimates the effects of union tactics and economic factors are poor
Shanghai on Strike 1993 this work is an important addition to the rather limited literature on the social history of china
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during the first half of the twentieth century it draws on abundant sources and studies which have appeared in the people s
republic of china since the early 1980s and which have not been systematically used in western historiography china has
undergone a series of fundamental political transformations from the 1911 revolution that toppled the imperial system to the
victory of the communists all of which were greatly affected by labor unrest this work places the politics of chinese workers in
comparative perspective and a remarkably comprehensive and nuanced picture of chinese labor emerges from it based on a
wealth of primary materials it joins the concerns of new labor history for workers culture and shopfloor conditions with a more
conventional focus on strikes unions and political parties as a result the author is able to explore the linkage between social
protest and state formation
The Strike 1971 are strikes going out of fashion or are they an inevitable feature of working life this is a longstanding debate
the much proclaimed withering away of the strike in the 1950s was quickly overturned by the resurgence of class conflict in
the late 1960s and 1970s the period since then has been characterized as one of labor quiescence commentators again predict
the strikes demise at least in the former heartlands of capitalism patterns of employment are constantly changing and strike
activity reflects this the continuing decline of manufacturing in mature industrialized economies is of major importance here
though the global relocation of manufacturing may lead to some relocation of strikes simultaneously we see the growth of
disputes in the service sector the tertiarization of strikes this is evident particularly in public services including health care
social care and education and is accompanied by a feminization of strikes given the prevalence of women working there this
unique study draws on the experience of fifteen countries around the world south africa argentina canada mexico united states
korea australia new zealand belgium denmark france germany the netherlands sweden and the united kingdom covering the
high and low points of strike activity over the period 1968 2005 the study shows continuing evidence of the durability
adaptability and necessity of the strike
The Strike 1928 report and literature survey on the right to strike of public servants in the usa comments on labour legislation
by state local level reports on where the right to strike has been granted and its effect on strike frequency trends from 1963
1980 includes a passage on essential services bibliography
Strikes Around the World, 1968-2005 2007 more than seventy years since the bolsheviks came to power there is still no
comprehensive study of workers activism in history s first successful workers revolution strikes and revolution in russia 1917 is
the first effort in any language to explore this issue in both quantitative and qualitative terms and to relate strikes to the
broader processes of russia s revolutionary transformation diane koenker and william rosenberg not only provide a new basis
for understanding essential elements of russia s social and political history in this critical period but also make a strong
contribution to the literature on european labor movements using statistical techniques but without letting methodology
dominate their discussion the authors examine such major problems as the mobilization of labor and management factory
relations perceptions the formation of social identities and the relationship between labor protest and politics in 1917 they
challenge common assumptions by showing that much strike activity in 1917 can be understood as routine but they are also
able to demonstrate how the character of strikes began to change and why originally published in 1990 the princeton legacy
library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished
backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them
in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905
Workers on Strike 1987 it was a hollywood meltdown the writers guild went on strike in 2007 the big issue fees for programs
released on new media such as the internet the strike was settled one hundred turbulent days later but then the screen actors
guild spiraled out of control unwilling to accept the same terms but unable to muster a second strike as the national economy
collapsed idled writers and actors sacrificed millions of dollars in film and tv wages in order to pursue pennies in new media all
told the turmoil lasted about two years but why analyzing events as they unfolded los angeles entertainment attorney and
journalist jonathan handel lays bare the contracts economics and politics swirling behind the paradox of hollywood labor
relations handel is a uniquely qualified guide a former associate counsel at the writers guild his law practice at troygould
focuses on new media and entertainment he was described as one of the most quoted sources on the strike and recently taught
a course on entertainment unions and guilds as an adjunct professor at ucla school of law handel covers entertainment labor as
a contributing editor for the hollywood reporter and his writing also appears on forbes com and the huffington post as a
commentator handel has appeared in the media hundreds of times the 2007 2009 contracts so hard fought brought scant
months of labor peace renegotiations began in 2010 and recur every three years that makes this book essential reading for
anyone who wants to understand hollywood in the digital age
The Right to Strike in Public Employment 1982 buy now to get the main key ideas from helen smith s men on strike where did
all the decent men go is a question you hear everywhere but it s the wrong question to ask the better question is why did all
the decent men go on strike in men on strike 2013 helen smith offers an answer smith asserts that there is a real war on men
in modern culture the majority of men might not discuss it or even believe that a democratic country would judge them without
due process or accountability yet in today s anti male society this is happening to most males as a result men have opted out
going on strike rather than having to face a ruthless attack on their gender smith details the legal educational and cultural war
on men and suggests how society can remedy it warning that if we don t our culture will be forever changed
Why Strikes are Lost 1909 an exciting history of american labor the new york times book review new and recommended list
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STRIKE STRATEGY 2018 this eloquently written book chronicles the massive protracted strikes waged against three large
corporations in decatur illinois in the 1990s veteran journalist stephen franklin shows how labor disputes at bridgestone
firestone caterpillar and a e staley left lasting scars on this town and its citizens and marked a turning point in american labor
history when workers went on strike to retain such basic rights as job security and the 8 hour day the corporations hit back
with unprecedented hard line tactics through the moving stories of individual workers and union activists franklin illuminates
the hardships and disillusionment left in the wake of the strikes and the powerful forces that caught an unprepared labor
leadership off guard he vividly portrays how the balance of labor management power was shifted by corporate globalization
cutthroat labor practices the outdated responses of national unions and government regulators and an apathetic public
reflecting on the hard won lessons of decatur the book describes how the quality of work and life are now threatened not just
for blue collar workers but for all americans and what it will take to safeguard them
The Control of Strikes in American Trade Unions 1916 the story of the great 1934 general strike in san francisco a classic of
working class journalism
Strikes and Revolution in Russia, 1917 2014-07-14 a collection of essays by various authors about the pros and cons of workers
right to strike includes a short biography of each contributor
Hollywood on Strike! 2011 china has been the fastest growing major economy in the world for three decades it is also home
to some of the largest most incendiary and most underreported labor struggles of our time china on strike the first english
language book of its kind provides an intimate and revealing window into the lives of workers organizing in some of china s
most profitable factories which supply apple nike hewlett packard and other multinational companies drawing on dozens of
interviews with chinese workers this book documents the processes of migration changing employment relations worker
culture and other issues related to china s explosive growth
... Strike Strategy 1926 recommended by the nation the new republic current affairs bustle in these times an entertaining
tough minded and strenuously argued the nation account of ten moments when workers fought to change the balance of power
in america a brilliantly recounted american history through the prism of major labor struggles with critically important lessons
for those who seek a better future for working people and the world noam chomsky powerful and accessible a history of
america in ten strikes challenges all of our contemporary assumptions around labor unions and american workers in this
brilliant book labor historian erik loomis recounts ten critical workers strikes in american labor history that everyone needs to
know about and then provides an annotated list of the 150 most important moments in american labor history in the appendix
from the lowell mill girls strike in the 1830s to justice for janitors in 1990 these labor uprisings do not just reflect the times in
which they occurred but speak directly to the present moment for example we often think that lincoln ended slavery by
proclaiming the slaves emancipated but loomis shows that they freed themselves during the civil war by simply withdrawing
their labor he shows how the hopes and aspirations of a generation were made into demands at a gm plant in lordstown in
1972 and he takes us to the forests of the pacific northwest in the early nineteenth century where the radical organizers known
as the wobblies made their biggest inroads against the power of bosses but there were also moments when the movement was
crushed by corporations and the government loomis helps us understand the present perilous condition of american workers
and draws lessons from both the victories and defeats of the past in crystalline narratives labor historian erik loomis lifts the
curtain on workers struggles giving us a fresh perspective on american history from the boots up strikes include lowell mill
girls strike massachusetts 1830 40 slaves on strike the confederacy 1861 65 the eight hour day strikes chicago 1886 the
anthracite strike pennsylvania 1902 the bread and roses strike massachusetts 1912 the flint sit down strike michigan 1937 the
oakland general strike california 1946 lordstown ohio 1972 air traffic controllers 1981 justice for janitors los angeles 1990
Summary of Helen Smith's Men on Strike 2022-02-09 in a terrible anger david f selvin presents a narrative history of the
strikes unlike other labor historians who have stressed the importance of radical groups involved in the strikes he addresses
the impact on unions owners government and the daily press a witness to the strikes selvin has written a compelling story of
the traumas and triumphs which acted as catalysts for the tumultuous labor battles of the mid 1930s
On Strike, Shut it Down 1969 this book profiles the life of frank little the industrial workers of the world iww agitator
Strike! 1997 baker explores the 1951 miners strike in hanover new mexico in which the mexican american miners were
prohibited from picketing when their wives picketed for them leading to a victory for the miners in 1952 the miners union was
forced to consider g
The Strike 1971 trade unionist and marxist politician william z foster explains the organization and failure of the steel strike
in 1919 an action which saw much of america s metal industry grind to a halt the metal industries had owing to great leaps in
technological advancement shed many jobs during the early 20th century this precarious situation plus the fact that unions had
been curbed after a number of violent actions in the 1890s led to the situation of laborers becoming unbearable shortly after
armistice day marked the end of world war i a surge of discontentment was accompanied by organization of labor and strike
action although successful for a number of weeks to the point where president woodrow wilson had to intervene and placate
the workers on strike the owners of the mills mounted an effective campaign which eroded public support for the strikers
police brutality against striking steelworkers was recorded with several such incidents being unprovoked
Kohler on Strike 1966
What Means this Strike 1958
Three Strikes 2002-09-01
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The Social General Strike 1905
The Big Strike 1979
On Strike! 1988
On Strike for Respect 1988
The Strike: for & Against 1971
China on Strike 2016-05-18
A History of America in Ten Strikes 2018-10-02
A Terrible Anger 1996
The Great Steel Strike 1969
The General Strike, May 1926 1975
Always on Strike 2014
Striking for Life 1894
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